Dalby Security Patrols was approached by the owner of Major Metals with a major security dilemma.
Securing large industrial businesses like Major Metals, situated on a 4 acre lot consisting of 4 large
industrial sheds, typically poses a plethora of security problems and in turn usually results in tens or
even hundreds of thousands of dollars to provide a solution. In this case Major Metals had been the
repeat victim of three serious break and enter offences resulting in loss and significant damage to
property.
Videofied was presented to Major Metals by Dalby Security
Patrols as the perfect solution being a flexible, indoor and
outdoor wireless video verified intrusion detection solution, that
is monitored 24/7 by the Central Monitoring Station. Three
weeks after the Videofied installation, the Videofied system
yielded the result Major Metals were hoping for.
Two male offenders were detected as they were breaking into the main office of the Major Metals site
and the detection videos of these offenders were immediately viewed by the Central Monitoring
Station, clearly showing the offenders entering the office area. Queensland Police as a result were able
to arrest and charge the two offenders.
Two weeks after the initial Videofied success, Major Metals experienced another unlawful entry to the
site by another two male offenders.
On this separate occasion the strategically situated Videofied Outdoor MotionViewers detected these
two intruders in the lay down yard of the site, and once again Videofied reported these intrusion videos
to the Central Monitoring Station. The Central Monitoring Station was able to again provide video
verification of two intruders onsite, conveying this verification to Dalby Security Patrols officers who
then hastily attended the Major metals site. Consequently the two male offenders were located and
detained until police arrived. These detained offenders were then both charged by Queensland Police
for the offences of Enter with Intent to Steal.
What do we think of Videofied - “No power, No phone....No problems. Videofied uses military grade
wireless radio and is battery operated, there’s nowhere that Videofied can’t go”.
“In an industry that is plagued by false alarms it is difficult to see why you would use any other
system. The results speak for themselves”
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